
----------
April 2009
==========

week of 090406

Tuesday :: all exps :: all T1 services should have been restored (mail by Jason, see below)

- ASGC Network      : two days after the fire incident (Feb 27)
(relocate into main bld. of AS campus where we have main fiber connectivity from all other service provider). 
service relocated into computer room of IoP are: VOMS, CA, GSTAT, DNS, mail, and list.

- ASGC BDII & core service: first week after the incident (Mar 7) services consider in first relocation including 
also
 LFC, FTS (DB, and web frontend), VOMRS, UI, and T1 DPM.

- ASGC core services relocate from IoP/4F to IDC at Mar 18th. we took 
around two weeks to resume power on trial outside data center area due 
to the concerning dusting in the facilities that might trigger VESDA 
system in the data center. majority of the system have been relocate 
into rack space at Mar 25.

- T2 core services      : Mar 29
this including CE/SEs while the expired crl and out dated ca release 
have cause instability of the SAM probes the first few days. we later 
integrate the T1/T2 pool that all submission will turn to same batch 
scheduler to help utilizing the resources of new quad core, x86-64 
computing nodes.

- core services relocated from temporary computer room to IDC at Mar 31. 
both 3D, Grid service DB (LFC and FTS) are consider in the same 
relocation. migration of more than 20 servers have been perform in the 
same removal. the service able to be restored within 4hr, while recovery 
of the DB services have been delay for another four hours due to the 
fabric problem. replacing the faulty devices able to restored the oracle 
db engine shortly.

- T1 core & CEs services   : since last Wed., Mar 25
instability observed due to the screw of system clock and also out dated 
crl & CA version. problem have been fixed shortly. other core services 
are proxy server, DB (SRM/CASTOR, and 3D), VOBOX of CMS & Atlas, WMS, 
RB, main schedulers, file transfer monitoring, as well as all the other 
file servers (except T1 MSS).

- T2 DPM pool          : since Apr 2nd,
all 10 disk servers have been restored and resume full functioning. 
except for two disk servers showing critical net phys error, other disk 
servers all able to be up and functional normally. ether link oftwo 
problem disk severs have been redirect to other interface available on 
the servers.

- T1 MSS (CASTOR)   : Apr 5
except for three disk servers in standby pool showing critical h/w 
errors, all other pools serving production space tokens have been 
onlined 2nd week relocate into IDC.

- T1 Tape system (CASTOR): Apr 8
tape library installation plan to be carried out this Wed, we hope to 
deliver full functionality of CASTOR services after attaching tape 
library to central resource manager with two temporary LTO3 tape drives. 
the other new 6 LTO4 tape drives will be online soon in three weeks 
(urgent procurement approve by the authority, as local IBM STG confirm 
the tape drives should have been broken already. 12 in total, 8 with 
LTO3 and 4 LTO4 install in the system before the incident).

week of 090413

NR in the minutes.

week of 090420

Friday :: ATLAS :: for ATLAS the cleaning of LFC is done, cleaning of SE is going on.

week of 090427

Monday :: all exps (some details for CMS) :: SRM ramping up and down during the past three days due to 'Big ID' 
problem. Site has applied a crond to make sure the missing id will be fixed every 10min, but problem still 
exists. This is a CASTOR bug and CASTOR development team is already working on this, just more time needed. Long 
report by Jason below.



◦ catalog service
▪ lfc purged and continue with new table space recreated last Fri.
▪ consider migrating other VOs from production instances serving atlas
▪ adding lfc redundancy later this week
▪ acl updated this morning to add default user/group access control for /atlas/role=production and /

atlas/role=lcgadmin
◦ FTS upgrade from 2.0 to 2.1, next week.
◦ SAM availability drop due to screw of system clock
◦ fixed last Thu
◦ S2 SAM availability drop

▪ due to bigId issue (savannah issue open by castor dev, https://savannah.cern.ch/support/?106879), data 
registration sometime fail with missing id type. majority of the missing Id refer to userfile type in 
id2type table

▪ restart srm server/daemon able to suppress the error while we need new patch provided by castor dev to 
resolve the occi return into clause issue

◦ Atlas
▪ atlas data cleanup
▪ T2 dpm data cleanup - help from J-P with script handling the data purging from specific vo, say atlas

◦ SAM availability drop due to the acl of catalog after migrating to new table space

◦ CMS
▪ part of data files not able to migrate to tape (compOps savannah)
▪ manual fix by data ops
▪ drop of SAM availability due to the incorrect group permission of .globus dir (old LCG CEs).

Tuesday :: all exps, one item for ATLAS :: SRM temporarily recovered from 'Big id' problem after restarting the 
SRM server. --- Waiting scripts from castor team to delete ATLAS data on SE.

----------
May 2009
==========

week of 090504

Monday :: all exps :: Have had CASTOR errors due to the well known BigID problem (understood but not fixed yet). 
Have completed file export to PIC, but a few files stucked in transferring to FNAL. Alessandro asked when they 
might be ready to restart running the ATLAS functional tests and the answer was the end of this week or the 
beginning of next but that DPM could be tested very soon.
Tuesday :: ATLAS :: ATLAS data deletion on castor started yesterday evening, now around 40~50 TB has been 
removed.
Wednesday :: ATLAS :: cleaning of ATLAS data on ASGC castor has finished but not yet on DPM. Then some storage 
will be setup and ATLAS functional tests can be restarted.
Friday :: all exps, mostly ATLAS :: see report below

◦ Squid service at ASGC was migrated into new box and rma processes was extended with vendor. This caused the 
SAM frontier and squid tests down for about 11 hours. --- 

◦ 'Big ID' problem hurt ASGC frequently these days. Yesterday afternoon we restarted the SRM server and things 
got better , but this only last 17 hours, and today during the past 10 hours we received a lot of this 'big 
id' error in SAM SRM tests. Have informed our local admin to restart the SRM server again. Dirk reported that 
Shaun at RAL was trying to automate such restarts and he would pass on what he knew.

◦ Simone reported he had now got a description of their castor pools and asked when functional tests could 
resume. Gang said they had not yet finished cleaning their dpm as CMS were busy using it but Simone said this 
could wait and they would like to start already testing the critical services of CASTOR and LFC.

week of 090511

Monday :: all exps :: timeouts from LCG commands. Problem is likely to be due to the BigId issue.
Wednesday :: ATLAS :: ASGC T1 is brought back to ATLAS DDM Functional Test this morning. Transfer from INFN,NDGF 
and TRUIMF to ASGC are fine with 100% efficiency, but transfer from CERN to ASGC did not succeed due to low 
transfer speed.
Friday :: all exps :: Slow transfer from CERN: before the fire, core switch and router were put in the same data 
center. After the fire they were separated, core switch was moved to new data center, and router was placed near 
to the old data center. The distance between them is more than 10 KM. This required to use a small component 'ER 
interface' which we are not familiar with. Actually we won't use it when we moved machines back to our previous 
data center. Today during the iperf tests our local admin found that this 'ER interface' does not work properly 
at certain frequencies. We have contacted the service provider for replacement.

week of 090518

Monday :: all exps :: Recent atlas FT error arise from faulty interface installed in the core switch and was 
lately clarified the root cause after doing mutual network performance testing. The continuous timeout error 
observed since last week should affect all production VOs especially for Atlas and CMS. CMS confirm the transfer 
able to resume normally and we confirm local MSS can now take FT data smoothly. --- Gang report: the faulty 
switch hardware was corrected on Saturday. There will be a several hours downtime on 25 May for more router work. 
Simone added that the repair of ASGC was good news and that ATLAS T1 to T1 traffic there will resume tomorrow. 
Data for STEP'09 low rate tests is already being sent to ASGC and it is critical they get back their 5% of last 
years ATLAS cosmics data to be ready for the STEP'09 reprocessing component. They expect ASGC to be fully 
available by next week.
Tuesday :: all exps :: network: new contract for 10G network start from Jun 1st and Data Centre fully restored 
now. Two hour intervention for core router relocation maintenance window start from 2009-05-25 2:00 UTC till 
2009-05-25 4:00 UTC. All connection to T0/1/2/3 are affected and have 100% overall degradation. ---  new tape 
system delivered this Wed will append to existing base frame set and provide service two weeks after the delivery 
check. Continue tape drive expansion this Fri., hope to finish installing before weekend. Expect to have 6 LTO4 
drive involve in functional testing and also upcoming STEP09 (total drive pool should be 8 drives).
Wednesday :: all exps, mostly ATLAS :: 1) Tier2 DPM new setup, expect to add new end point into ATLAS DDM and 
join functional tests. New setup expect to finish this Thu including also the cabling to backend disk servers. 2) 
Can confirm the schedule for re-processing validation while the new tape drives (6 LTO4) wait on completeness of 
acceptance verification this Fri and continue the installation in the afternoon. We hope the cabling able to 
finish in the evening including also the server pkg upgrade.



week of 090525

Monday :: all exps :: SRM problems last week have been identified as another instance of the Oracle "BigID" 
problem.
Wednesday :: all exps :: 5+2 tape drives now online. i.e. 7/8 so still 1 not online.

Thursday :: all exps :: Today is a public holiday. Five new tape drives are not yet working - in progress.

Friday :: all exps :: The reading speed from tape at the site is currently slow (experts working on this). 
Simone: Could sites provide a link to tape queue monitoring information? This would allow experiments to react 
during periods of degraded tape system performance. Currently the first symptom observed is often a full disk 
buffer - the requested monitoring would allow to react earlier and reduce the recovery effort.

----------
June 2009
==========

week of 090601

Tuesday :: all exps :: long report by Jason, below.

- due to bandwidth limitation from prestage disk pool, we're adding 
another disk servers to share the gridftp load from the only one add two 
weeks ago. performance expect to drive up to 210+MB/s requesting from 
pre-stage performance validation by atlas.
- scratchdisk have been enable on T1 MSS. space token confirm with Atlas 
central ops.
- 60TB add to ftt dpm now, space token updated are given below:
74d80644-e027-4319-8668-91ee14ca85bc ATLASDATADISK dpm_pool
         atlas
         58.59T 58.33T Inf REPLICA ONLINE
b9d9a84d-a144-4b61-9b73-405edf14471e ATLASMCDISK dpm_pool
         atlas/Role=production
         14.65T 14.23T Inf REPLICA ONLINE
- 5 new LTO4 drives onlined this Mon., full functional in Tue., this 
week. tape capacity online for the time being (waiting confirmation from 
the recovery of data center, this we'll enable another tape system at 
ASGC data center providing 1.4PB with old base frame) is around 0.8PB. 
performance observed from metric is around 66.02 MB/s inc. drive 
overhead which is dominated by CMS mainly. file per mount is around 240 
according to last 4hr stats, which is good as well. avg file size around 
1.7G in atlas and around 3.4G in cms enhance also the performance of 
restaging processes.
- installation of new tape library with two S54 high density frame set 
and existing 3 frame sets implemented earlier of 2009. the inventory 
able to provide 1.3PB with all LTO4 cartridges.
- T1 MSS metrics uploaded and confirm with Alberto (metrics generated by 
tapelog reporter and also xml generation toolkit provide by Tim)

Wednesday :: all exps :: long report below:

atlas user analysis job fill up the queue with 1.4k jobs and lower down the performance of pilot and production 
jobs. part of the user analysis jobs have been cleanup forcedly and apply later the reservation for different 
type of analysis jobs including also reasonable fair share for pilot jobs.
- rearrangement of the disk servers, pool to fit STEP requirement. changes mainly refer to Atlas specific service 
class and for disk cache only. this including also the new space token added and two new service class created 
two weeks ago, and one of it specific for pre-staging validation.
- new tape servers installed, 5 lto5 and one showing h/w error. the other one will be deployed soon next week. 
total online tape drives are 7 (with one offline atm, due to h/w issue):
* tape drive hardware issue: tape can be unload normally. escalation to local IBM already
- dedication of tape drives for data migration. this is setup earlier to improve the data migration of CMS data 
with sufficient streams and tape drives dedication. (4 lto4 dedicated for data write)
- preparing the tape std op manual with assistant from Vlado. we will try tweaking the script provided as binding 
CERN local setup base on cdb. we hope to provide operation manual for on site duty staff asap.
- srm upgrade to 2.7-18 this week, from 2.7-17, concerning the big Id issue. date need to confirm later this week 
including also the status at the other T1s.

Friday :: ATLAS :: read-only access to the ATLAS conditions database from the worker nodes has been failing 
inhibiting STEP09 activities. Problem now understood - see ATLAS report

week of 090608

Monday :: all exps :: creation of 2nd listener - already working on this but as not good result must wait. Might 
take more time - leaves very little time for STEP09 (ed). Eva - who is working on this? Graeme - see great 
willingness from Oracle experts at CERN to help - please ask them!

Tuesday :: ATLAS :: The second database listener for ATLAS was setup successfully yesterday afternoon at around 
5:00, and then ATLAS reprocessing jobs could succeed at ASGC farm.

Thursday :: all exps :: long report, below:

- the problematic LTO4 drive have been fixed this Wed., after re-calibrating from console of the library. all new 
procured tape drives are full functional now. majority of the activity refer to read access and from cms, try 
recalling data from cmsCSAtp pool.

- around 500+ job pending in queue since yesterday, both for atlas and cms. the problem is clear earlier as two 
of the misconfigured wn add to the pool after resetting the client config yesterday evening. should now all fixed 
and cluster showing 67% usage.



- 25% reduction observed in atlas production transfer and also less than 40% MC archive found in CMS, as already 
brief to wlcg-operation. 
congestion of backup route through CHI showing high packet loss rate earlier this afternoon, specific for inbound 
activity.

- still we need to sort it out urgently for the t1/2 fair share issue as atlas submission to the T2 have four 
times the number than at T1 CEs and we merge T1/2 using the same batch pool (after relocating to IDC). 
splitting the group config in scheduler and also having different group mapping in different CEs from T1/2 able 
to balancing the usage.

- draft planning for the facility relocation 11 days later. the IDC contract end at Jun 23, and we'll have one 
day downtime for computing/storage facility and two days for tape library. as re-installation of IBM TS3500 
linear tape system need calibrating the horizontal between all frame sets.

week of 090615

Monday :: all exps :: SAM showed low availability for ASGC during the weekend. Cause were too only few jobs for 
sam tests.

Wednesday :: all exps :: problem with use of fairshare during STEP now understood. Solution will be verified 
after CC move next month.

week of 090622

Tuesday :: all exps :: report by mail from Jason, below, for the ASGC DC relocation carried out today:

    earlier estimation actually not enough due to unexpected cancellation from one of the contract vendor
    that we lost another 4 dedicated engineers helping with facility relocation/installation, from IDC back ASGC.
    complex fiber cabling also delay the processes for another two hours. we  only able to finish the preparation
    of rack mounts kits for defined rack space today, and will resume the facility installation tomorrow. full 
    function of grid services expect to resume before 6pm, both for T1/2 core as well as regional services.

    due to this, i extend another day for intervention and the facility installation expected to finish before 
1pm tomorrow,
    and we hope the cable management could be done before 4pm, for both power cables, FC and UTP.

Friday :: all exps :: check of our services: CASTOR, UI and serveral other services are online. Recovery of 
database service was in time so we don't need to resynchronize.

week of 090629

Friday :: all exps :: tape drives and servers are online since yesterday

----------
July 2009
==========

week of 090706

Monday :: all exps :: tape drives are online since last Thu, but no traffic seeen yet. The site is crosschecking 
with experiments.

Tuesday :: all exps, one item for ATLAS :: Services back in computer centre. Have found water damage in some 
patch panels, causing communications instabilities, that will need to be replaced (next week). Site is now 
passing the ATLAS functional tests.

Wednesday :: ATLAS :: the ATLAS DDM issue with FTS is fixed now. The problem occurred during 1-2h.

Friday :: all exps :: report by mail

briefing the status of tape service: earlier h/w error code 'B582 (Column 2 Fiducial missing during calibration)' 
is actually due to the f/w issue and have been resolved by contract vendor patching latest release this morning. 
four tape server resume full function and tape logging start parsing new records according to all sync'ing tape 
usage logs at the tape servers. two old generation tape drives still showing abnormality but manual operation 
with scsi command able to pass normally. though with limited drives online right now (4 LTO4) but data migration/
recall shall able to complete successfully except for possible long duration. will work on rest of three drives 
next week.

week of 090713

Monday :: ATLAS :: ATLAS reprocessing agenda to be published shortly.

Tuesday :: all exps :: Just out of a scheduled CE downtime of a few hours for a upgrade.

Wednesday :: CMS :: CMS have cleaned out their jobs and CE upgrade is being scheduled.

Thursday :: ATLAS :: progress on CE: will be ready for ATLAS later today (TBC)

Friday :: all exps :: from point of view of expts due to power cut earlier this morning – 3” – all services down 
as no UPS. Don’t want to use big UPS as big problems! 2nd power route will be established. Backup power in 50ms.

week of 090720

Tuesday :: all exps :: Yesterday tried to clean a lot of data from the SAM disk pool so SAM CE tests recovered, 
at least temporarily. We have turned on garbage collection and plan to double the size of the pool.



Thursday :: all exps :: ATLAS and CMS tests (800 CMS jobs and 1000 ATLAS jobs) show that fair share works between 
the VOs. Since ASGC applied the ORACLE patch no further big id problems have been detected.

week of 090727

Tuesday :: ATLAS :: globus XIO error as ATLAS pool only has 1 server. Has reached its limit. Waiting for another 
2 servers expected mid August. Tape drives: # jobs sent based on # CPUs. If other resources cannot be increased 
as fast this will be a problem - big increase in CPU resources recently. Simone - should rerun tests after mid 
August - TBC with Jason.

Wednesday :: CMS :: concerning CMS savannah ticket now understood - tape pool assigned is full. Added 80TB of 
space and migration then started again. About 400 files migrated in last few hours. (Thanks Gang from Daniele!)

-----------
August 2009
===========

week of 090803

Monday :: all exps :: Experiencing i/o errors on a newly installed disk server at their Tier 2 and which is 
affecting the batch service. Recovery under way.

Tuesday :: all exps :: famous d/s not migrated to tape. 1 file now migrated and problem identified. Daniele: all 
the same problem? Gang: think so.

Wednesday :: CMS :: iperf test between ASGC & RU T2 ongoing.

week of 090810

Tuesday :: CMS :: some CMS issues with Tier-2s being sorted out.

Thursday :: ATLAS :: a shipment of disk servers to be added for ATLAS is expected next month.

week of 090817

Monday :: all exps :: Degradation in CASTOR service (both ATLAS and CMS). Local operation team is investigating.

Tuesday :: ATLAS :: ATLAS seems to be more affected than CMS from the CASTOR SRM degradation. Have not received 
any update from local experts since yesterday. One reason why ATLAS is more affected than CMS may be because they 
use space tokens...?

Wednesday :: all exps, one item on CMS :: CASTOR SRM degradation was fixed late yesterday. However, this morning 
the migration of CMS files stopped. Local administrators didn’t find any problem and will request help from the 
CASTOR developers.

Thursday :: all exps :: tape migration problem reported yesterday has been fixed this morning.

Friday :: CMS :: migrations for CMS stopped today again. Local administrator is following up.

week of 090824

Monday :: CMS :: CMS migration started again. 2000 files have been migrated.

Tuesday :: CMS :: CASTOR operation team found a problem with the 'expert' system but the CMS migrations are still 
stalled for 24 hours. There is 110TB available in the disk space so the space is not yet critical

Thursday :: CMS :: CASTOR tape migration problem reported for CMS above.

week of 090831

Tuesday :: all exps :: 600 TB disk space for ATLAS and CMS for CASTOR pool will be made available this week.

Wednesday :: CMS :: progressing well with the tape migration for CMS.

Friday :: all exps :: for CMS farmpool 5 disk servers and 130 TB have been added (there is another farmpool has 
13 disk servers and 284 TB disk space). For atlasStage pool 2 disk servers and 9 TB disk space have been added 
and now this pool has 3 disk servers and 28 TB .

--------------
September 2009
==============

week of 090907

Monday :: all exps :: Last Sat INode space was exchausted, fixed on the same day.

Wednesday :: ATLAS :: ATLAS would like to thank the site for disabling the T2 queue! Gang: this may only be 
temporary. ATLAS: please check if dedicated resources for T2 will be used.

week of 090914

Monday :: ATLAS :: good news for ATLAS: T1 and T2 will stay ultimately separate - exact timeline will be given by 



Jason later. Currently available 6 Tape drives will be extended by add another 18 drives mid of October. Tape 
performance will be limited until then. Plan to dedicate 4-5 drives to ongoing ATLAS activity. Mail from Jason, 
CERN<->ASGC network performance problems since network maintenance at CERN: CERN and T1 experts are investigating 
the cause.

Tuesday :: ATLAS :: Alessandro: any result from debugging of transfer problems ASGC->T2? Gang: no concrete 
problem found. Alessandro: Maybe FTS monitoring would help to diagnose the problem. Currently the configuration 
of the ASGC FTS does not allow further diagnostic for ATLAS. Gang: Will follow up.

Thursday :: CMS :: The CMS tape migration problem being investigated.

week of 090921

Monday :: CMS :: The problem stopping migration to tape of CMS files has been identified as an incorrect setting 
in some tape cartridges which stopped the data streaming for some time. Will have a downtime for power 
maintenance on Sunday 27 September.

Thursday :: all exps :: Received lots of alarms for the power cycle of server nodes in data center and it's clear 
that most critical oracle servers have been affected (split into two chassis), this including CASTOR DB, LFC, 3D, 
FTS and access to the front end services ceased around 20:18 UTC. Flagged as an unscheduled downtime ending at 
22:19 UTC. Any resulting experiment tickets will be checked.

Friday :: CMS :: Problem with tape migration for CMS has been identified as some wrongly configured cartridges in 
their tape pool. This has been corrected and migration restarted a few hours ago.

week of 090928

Monday :: all exps, one item for ATLAS :: SMR degradation fixed today. 25 disk servers rebooted this morning 
because of some FS problem. SAM errors for job submission (for 6 hours) fixed. Also Streams replication 
propagation is disabled because of a listener problem with the database at ASGC. To be checked. Yesterday 
transfer problems with ATLAS now fixed (after the power maintenance). FTS failures with delegation credentials 
error. This affects the replication to ASCG.

Tuesday :: all exps :: Many disk servers rebooted yesterday after the scheduled downtime on Sunday. The database 
seems to be corrupted after the sunday intervention. A point in time recovery was performed but the physics 
database service team was not informed about this and streams operations cannot at the moment be restarted. A SIR 
is is required by the site. Also communication has to be improved.

Wednesday :: ATLAS :: Access to the 3D database is possible but the database seems to be corrupted. The problem 
being investigated. SIR requested.

Friday :: ATLAS :: disk server not properly configured caused file transfer efficiency to drop - now fixed. Still 
to understand the 20% missing efficiency reported by ATLAS.

------------
October 2009
============

week of 091005

Monday :: all exps, one item for ATLAS :: 1) New tape drives (report from Jason said 18 to add to the current 5 
for LHC) should be delivered at the end of this week. 2) Local DB operations team are asking for help to 
synchronise a DB table space. MariaG had not seen any request which may have been sent to the ATLAS DB team. She 
will mail Jason at ASGC for clarification.

Tuesday :: all exps :: Getting some information from other Tier-1 to help resynchronise their tables. MariaG 
repeated CERN thinks the ASGC DB is still corrupt and they have mailed Jason with specific questions.

Friday :: ATLAS :: For 3D DB will try and synchronise with SARA.


